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Objectives 

• Using online jigsaws as a collaborative tool 

in eTwinning projects

• Can be used by educators and students at 

different levels 

• Step by step on how to create a jigsaw 

puzzle and upload on twinspace



Why 

Jigsaw 

Planet?

Freeware

Can be used for different age groups 
(easy to advanced levels)

Collaborative tool which can be 
created/played by students, 
educators, parents.  

Photo/picture chosen by students or 
other stakeholders

Challenging – shows time taken to 
complete the puzzle



How to create a 

jigsaw puzzle

Create a free account and 

sign in:

https://www.jigsawplanet.

com/?rc=signup

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=signup


Tips on how to create a perfect 

puzzle ☺



Some tips:

The picture should be sharp, well sized (1024 x 768 pixels or more 
recommended), without any link, inscription, borderline, advertisement or 
timestamp.

The content of the picture should be interesting. 

Our website is visited by children, so please accept our Terms of Service or 
place an inappropriate picture to private album.

Give your picture an enticing name (not e.g. "pic 2564").

For family photos you should use the private album.

Choose the right amount of pieces. A picture with 300 pieces which are mostly 
sky are not attractive for other users.

Use less pieces for puzzles attractive for children.

Don't forget to setup tags, other people will find your puzzles easier.

It's better to use more tags than just one.
(https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=createtips)

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=terms
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=createtips


Once signed in, you have access to play various puzzles with 

different puzzle pieces and pictures…

Press the Create button to create a new puzzle…



Locate the file you want to use.



Locate file:



Give the puzzle a name

Choose level Easy to Hard

Choose shape

Press Create



Et voila’ ☺



Time challenge



To upload on twin space

copy URL  on twinspace page

You can 

also give 

the 

puzzle a 

name…





• Can you create a puzzle?

• Thank you ☺


